
QIR FAQ 

What is a QIR? 

According to the PCI Security Standards Council, PCI SSC, a Qualified Integrator and Reseller 

Companies (QIR Company or Companies) are authorized to implement, configure, and/or 

support validated PA-DSS Payment Applications on behalf of Merchants or service providers for 

purposes of performing secure and compromise free installations as part of the QIR Program. 

The quality, reliability, and consistency of a QIR Company’s work provide confidence that the 

Payment Application has been implemented in a manner that supports the Customer’s PCI 

DSS compliance. 

Why do I need a QIR? 

A QIR is required because according to the PCI SSC, “Numerous breach investigations have 

shown that incorrect installation and/or maintenance of payment applications creates 

opportunities for Merchant networks to be compromised. Integrators and resellers play a key 

role in the payments ecosystem, as Merchants depend on these service providers to install, 

configure, and/or maintain their validated applications.” 

When do I need a QIR? 

If a Merchant is using a third party to manage its POS system -- and the third party has remote 

access into the POS system -- specifically the cardholder data environment -- then that third 

party has to be a QIR. 

Should I consider becoming a QIR? 

If you are an, integrator, reseller, developer or technician that sells, installs, and/or services 

PA-DSS validated payment applications on behalf of software vendors or others then you 

should consider becoming a QIR.  

What type of training is required of a QIR?

Per the PCI Security Standards Council, the QIR training curriculum is comprised of an 

eight-hour self-paced eLearning course made up of three modules covering:  

● PCI DSS awareness overview and understanding industry participants

● QIR roles and responsibilities

● PA-DSS and key considerations for QIRs when applying expertise to installing

● Configuring the PA-DSS application

● Guidance for preparing and implementing a qualified installation
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How can I determine whether a QIR is qualified by the PCI Security Standards Council? 

 

You may visit: 

https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/assessors_and_solutions/qualified_integrators_and_resell

ers and search by Company name. 

 

How does a QIR report on installations? 

 

Once a QIR has completed an installation, the QIR must complete a QIR Implementation 

Statement as shown below, provide a copy of the Statement to the Customer within 10 business 

days, and retain a copy of the Statement. 

 

 

Can feedback be provided to the PCI Security Standards Council on a QIR? 

 

Yes. Visiting the website shown here: 

https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/assessors_and_solutions/qualified_integrators_and_resell

ers_feedback allows feedback to be provided directly to the PCI Security Standards Council. 
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